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A LETTER FROM
THE COACH

CONTACT

INSTRUCTOR: LYNDSAY HENSLEY
EMAIL: LYNDSAYHENSLEY@
MOORESCHOOLS.COM
OFFICE PHONE: (405) 735-4950
CELL PHONE: (479) 650-0932

ABOUT MRS. HENSLEY
Mrs. Hensley hails from the small town of
Muldrow in eastern Oklahoma. As a competitor
in Speech, she took home 6 individual state
titles and qualified for NSDA Nationals 3 out
of 4 years of high school, placing 15th in the
nation in Humorous Interpretation her senior
year.
After graduating as Valedictorian, Mrs. Hensley
went on to attend the University of Oklahoma,
where she earned her B. A. in Human Relations
and her M. Ed. in Adult and Higher Education.
Mrs. Hensley made OU home for nearly 8
accumulative years as both a student and a
staff member, but knew that something was
missing. Upon deciding to make a career
change, the decision was made to switch to
something that made a great impact on her
life: Speech & Debate!
This is Mrs. Hensley’s second year as the
coach for Southmoore Speech & Debate. This
past season Mrs. Hensley coached a West
OK NSDA District Champion in Program Oral
Interpretation, an OSSAA Regional Champion
& State Runner-Up in Dramatic Duet, an
OSSAA State Champion in Prose, and a NSDA
National Runner-Up in Poetry! With a few
great accomplishments under her belt, Mrs.
Hensley is excited to continue to build the
program at Southmoore!

W

elcome to my class! I am so excited
to get to know you all and guide
you as you learn about one of my favorite
things: Competitive Speech & Debate!
As a former competitor, I can testify
that Speech & Debate are some of the
most beneficial activities you can be a
part of in High School! Communication,
leadership, & responsibility are just a few
of the skills you will improve upon in this
course and traveling, making new friends,
and growing as a creative mind are a
few of the moments from this activity
you will treasure long after graduation.
I hope that you will open yourself up
to this course and that you will give
this activity your best effort. As you go
throughout the year, I also hope that
you will take each day and make it your
goal to be creative & innovative, as well
as respectful & responsible! I can’t wait
to teach you and learn alongside you!
Respectfully,
Lyndsay Hensley
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YOUR COMMITMENT
TO THIS CLASS
WHAT TO EXPECT

TOURNAMENT REQUIREMENT

Communication is a core skill you
will need for the rest of your life.
Job interviews, class projects,
and even stand-up comedy
routines are all instances in which
communication plays a key factor
in your success. Whether you are
in an introductory or an advanced
course, I guarantee that you will
take away some important skills
after the class is complete.

COMPETITIVE ACTING/DEBATE COURSES

That being said, I ask that you
put your best effort forward
when applying yourself in this
class. This is not a course you will
pass if you don’t put in the work
asked of you! If you have a fear of
speaking publicly or are nervous
that you may not be successful,
fear not! I am here to help and
guide you to reaching your goals.
During the first week of class,
a syllabus and a class calendar
will be handed out. If you
are competing, a schedule of
practices and tournaments will
also be available to build your
schedule around. We are going
to hit the ground running, so
get ready for an exciting and fun
class!

Students enrolled in any of my Competive
Acting/Debate courses MUST compete in
order to receive a grade higher than a “D.”
Since all classes are combined, beginning
and advanced alike, this is a competitive
atmosphere and the expectations are for the
students to compete.
Students who wish to earn higher than a
“D,” are required to compete in at least 2
tournaments for the semester (excluding the
Districts, Regionals, and State Tournaments).
No student is eligible by OSSAA to compete
in more than 8 qualifying tournaments per
year. All students eligible for Regional or
State competition MUST compete since they
prevented other students from attending via
qualification. Qualified students who do not
compete will fail the course*.

*Unless a documented emergency occurs and
the instructor is notified.
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YOUR COMMITMENT
TO THIS CLASS
ATTENDANCE

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

Showing a commitment to success
is important! Students wishing to
compete will be expected to be at
practice weekly. Regular attendance
and active participation in practice
is expected from all students as
attendance is viewed as an essential
element for understanding of
the course content. Students will
practice in class and after school
and a comprehensive schedule will
be given at the beginning of the
year so schedules can be made
around these important practices
and events.

To be eligible for competition, students
must be in good academic and professional
standing. Competitiors who wish to have
longevity with the program are required to
maintain that academic and professional
eligibility. Students with academic issues may
be subject to biweekly grade checks.

Students who choose to miss
practice risk forfeiting the privilege
of competing. Absences during
the Regional, District, and State
Tournament practices will not be
permitted unless prior arrangements
have been made with Mrs. Hensley
in advance.*
Please schedule doctor and other
necessary appointments off practice
days. I know some circumstances
cannot be helped, but please be
mindful that this time is used to
prepare students to succeed at
their maximum potential.*
*If a student needs to miss a practice, the
parent/guardian of that student MUST
call/text/email Mrs. Hensley BEFORE
practice is scheduled to begin.

If a student is struggling to maintain their
academic requirements, then after school
tutoring resources will be suggested and
students will be unable to attend practice
days until grades return to an eligible status.
Furthermore, students who fail to act in a
professional demeanor in and out of the
classroom will be deemed ineligible for
competition.
Being well-rounded is a quality that will serve
you well in life. Please keep up with your
grades and your extracurricular activities
so you can contribute to the team and your
individual sucesses!
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SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

• Digital Stopwatch (Available at Dollar Tree for $1)
• Large, 2” 3-ring binder
• Small 1” black 3-ring binder - Must be black!
(Available at Blackbookdepot.com [listed as an “interp
book”], Office Depot, or Staples)
• 20-count package of slip covers/sheet protectors,
size 8.5” x 5.5” (Available at Blackbookdepot.com,
Office Depot, or Staples)
• 2 packages of white copy paper (for classroom)
• 1 package of black construction paper (for
classroom)
• 1 package multicolor highlighters
• 1 package of yellow highlighters
• 1 package of legal notepads
• Loose leaf notebook paper
• 1 package of color copy paper (for classroom)
• 1 pack of standard sized white, lined index cards
• At least 1 formal competitive outfit**
**See Tournaments: Etiquette & Dress Code for reference
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SPEECH & DEBATE
JARGON

ROUND

This is the location and time of student’s competitive event. Rounds usually have
6-7 competitors who will all perform for the judges. Depending on the amount
of competitors in the event there can be preliminary, semi, and final rounds at a
competition.

BREAK

This is act of advancing to the next round of competition. Depending on the
amount of competitors in the event there can be breaks after preliminary and
semi rounds at a competition.

POSTING

This is a list detailing the room and speaker number in the round for each
competitor. If you have a conflict with your events, it is very important to check
all of the postings that you will be competing in so you can plan accordingly.

CONFLICT
CONFLICT
SHEET

This means that a student has multiple event rounds scheduled at the same
time.

This is a paper that the student writes their conflict on, allowing the judge(s) to
know they are in another round and not missing their performance or a no-show.

BALLOT

This is a sheet that the judge(s) uses to score each competitor in the round and
provide them with feedback.

GRACE PERIOD

This is 10 second duration following the event’s maximum time and is allotted for
each competitor to go under or complete without receiving punishment for going
over time in their performance.

DISQUALIFICATION

This is the act of punishing a student for breaking an event rule, which has
resulted in the removal of that student from the competition for the remainder
of the tournament(s).
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TOURNAMENTS:
WHAT TO EXPECT
I know the thought of competing and performing at a tournament can be scary or daunting, but ultimately
these experiences are rewarding and a wonderful way to improve as a performer and communicator. As
a former competitor, I can vouch that nerves are part of the experience, but as your instructor I promise
that I will equip you with all of the tools necessary for success and techniques that will put your nerves
at ease!

HERE ARE SOME STUDENTS
PERFORMING DUO
INTERPRETATION AT THE NSDA
NATIONAL FINAL ROUND!
WHILE PERFORMING ON A
HUGE STAGE IN FRONT OF
TONS OF PEOPLE IS THE
ULTIMATE GOAL, REGULAR
QUALIFYING TOURNAMENTS
WILL NOT BE THIS GRANDIOSE!
COMPETITIVE PERFORMANCES
TAKE PLACE IN HIGH SCHOOL
CLASSROOMS, MUCH LIKE OUR
DAILY PRACTICE SITUATION.

WHAT DO I BRING?
•

Performance Clothing/Shoes/Socks/Hose/Tights: You should be wearing your clothes when we arrive to the
tournament. If your shoes are not very comfortable, you may want to rethink them. You will be wearing those bad boys
ALL DAY! Also, if you wear hose/tights with your outfit, consider bringing a spare in case you get a run in the ones you
are wearing!

•

Deodorant: Nervous sweat is the worst sweat, so you may need to reapply during the day!

•

Hairspray/Bobby Pins/Hair Ties/Hairbrush/Comb/Make-up/etc.: Sometimes performing can make that magnificent
hair of yours move out of place or that dramatic performance made your mascara run, so whatever you need to do
those little touch ups should come with you. (But please don’t bring everything you own!)

•

Water Bottle: You will need to hydrate all day, so having a water bottle you can refill throughout the tournament will be
very helpful with that stress-induced cottonmouth!

•

A Change of Clothes: After you are done performing, you may want to change out of your performance clothes. You can
change into jeans and a t-shirt (preferably the team shirt if available), and your team jacket! Please don’t wear sweats,
leggings, sleepwear, or anything scandalous! Remember we are representing our team and school!
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GETTING TO THE TOURNAMENT

01

Before the tournament even starts, it is
important to be ready to perform. Make
sure you arrive on time to the designated
meeting location! Whether you are
meeting to ride the bus/van or meeting at
a local tournament, showing up late WILL
forfeit your chance to compete!
Show up “Tournament Ready” in
your competitive clothes with your
tournament day supplies packed along
with any materials for your performance.
Being Prepared = Being Professional!
Traveling to tournaments is a privlege, so
please be respectful, kind, and responsible
while traveling with the team. If there is
an issue with not exhibiting appropriate
behavior on the bus/van, you will be sent
home, referred to the office on Monday,
and potentially kicked off of the team.
Just be smart, you know the rules!

WHILE AT THE TOURNAMENT

02

Once at the tournament location, it’s game
time! You will probably want to freshen up
if it was a long ride to the tournament and
make sure you look professional for the
judges. You will want to check postings to see
when and where your performances will be.
WRITE THIS INFORMATION DOWN! You
may get confused on where to go in a new
location and you will want to have that info
when you ask for directions or help getting
to your rooms.
If you have multiple events going on at the
same time, you will want to prioritize your
performances based on which speaker you
are in each room. I will cover this process in
class so you will be prepared!
In each performance, give it your all! You
will get feedback from your judges on each
performance, so we will always have things
to work on in class and at practice. If you
didn’t do as well as you expected, don’t give
up. If you have success, remain humble.
Most importantly, have fun! If you follow
the rules, take the time to learn, and support
each other, this will be a great experience!

AHHHH! I’M ABOUT TO PERFORM, WHAT SHOULD I KNOW?
•

Do not enter a room unless there is a judge present! Even if other students don’t follow this rule, don’t blindly
follow the crowd.

•

Don’t speak to your judge unless spoken to! Judges don’t tend to like awkward small talk with students, so just
don’t do it. Also, do NOT talk about weird stuff to other students/performers/etc. before the round! You should
be focusing on your performance and those conversations can wait until after the round.

•

Report to your designated rooms at least 10 minutes early! Don’t be that person... unless you have a conflict.
Also, don’t lie about a conflict if you don’t have one! Judges have that information and can spot a phony.

•

Be a good competitor! Don’t be rude and mean mug or disparage others while they perform.

•

Do your best! You have prepared for this moment and you will be great!

•

After rounds have been dismissed, do not suck up to your judges by trying to shake their hands or saying “thank
you for judging.” They are waiting for you all to leave so they can make their decisions about the round and the
longer you linger, the harder it is to do that!
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TOURNAMENTS:
ETIQUETTE &
DRESS CODE
Rules of Etiquette
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

SUPPORT YOUR TEAM: Students are expected to watch rounds and/or support their teammates when
they are not competing – please do not lounge around when you could be learning! You will receive a
separate tournament grade for logs kept at tournaments.
REMAIN IN TOURNAMENT ATTIRE: Students must remain in approved competition attire for the entire
tournament. After your final round of competition has concluded, students will be permitted to wear their
team shirts with jeans! This means, you will not be permitted to wear leggings, jeggings, shorts, or any
other article of clothing that is not jeans or your team shirts.
DO NOT BRING UNNECCESSARY ITEMS: No student will ever bring any musical instrument to a
tournament including, but not limited to: a guitar, violin, drums, harmonica, tambourine, and/or flute.
No student shall be permitted to ever wear a hat or head cover while at a tournament, unless it is your
religious custom. If you try to wear a head cover/wrap or any other cultural dress at a tournament for
“fun,” that is incredibly disrespectful to the cultures who practice these customs, so please don’t. No
student will be permitted to bring stuffed animals/troll dolls to the site of the competition, even if it is
good luck! This is a speech tournament, not bingo night.
BE RESPECTFUL OF OTHERS: It is incredibly rude to discuss how well a student did or did not perform. If
you have derogatory comments of any kind or feel as though you were cheated, don’t turn to social media
or griping at the tournament. We can talk about any issues you have when we are back in class! Someone
will hear you if you do this at the tournament and it is NOT COOL!
TURN YOUR PHONES OFF: You will have phones during the tournament to be used only as a tournament
convenience (taking pictures of postings, keeping time, etc.). If there is an emergency, parents/guardians
should first contact the coach at the phone number listed with the contact information. Students will
contact parents 30 minutes prior to reaching Southmoore to arrange for transportation.
BE ON TIME: We will always run on a tight schedule. Promptness is essential. At the tournament,
be prompt to your rounds. Find out when your rounds are scheduled and strategize how to work out
conflicts if you have multiple events. Arrive to all rounds at least 10 minutes early.
DO NOT STAND IN ANY WINDOW WATCHING ROUNDS: This is so distracting and not fair. Don’t do
it!
DO NOT LEAVE CAMPUS: The only exception to this will be if you are with an adult sponsor AND most
importantly I have given you permission. Remember I am the final say and the decision maker when you
are under my care. Even if you have driven your own car to the tournament with approval, you are not
allowed to leave until the tournament is over or you have been dismissed by me.
DON’T BE GROSS: Tournaments are not the place for PDA. Therefore, no PDA will be allowed. This
includes holding hands, kissing, hugging, sitting on one another, etc. Not only is this gross, but it is
unprofessional.
DO YOUR BEST: Remember what you are working toward and always give your best effort!
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DRESS
CODE

At our competitions, we want
to make a great first impression
and one of the best ways we
can do that is with how we
present ourselves. All of the
items listed here don’t have to
cost an arm and a leg, so don’t
fear! I will list a few locations
that sell these items for less!

MASCULINE* ATTIRE

FEMININE* ATTIRE

What to Wear:

What to Wear:

On Top:

On Top:

• Suit Jacket
• Dark-colored Sports Coat (Black/Brown/
Navy)
• Solid Colored Button-Down Collared Shirt
(Long Sleeved)
• Tie: Regular or Bow Tie (Modest patterns
are okay)
• Under Shirt, if necessary (Solid Color)

• Suit Jacket
• Solid colored blouse (nothing low-cut)
• Dress with blazer/suit jacket

On Bottom:
•
•
•
•
•

Suit Slacks
Slacks (Black/Brown/Navy)
Belt (Black/Brown/Navy)
Tall Socks (Dress socks; Patterns are okay)
Dress Shoes (Black/Brown/Navy)

Extra Tips:
•
•
•
•
•

Hair must be kept out of the face at all times
Visible tattoos must be covered
Modest jewelry
No cargo pockets on any article of clothing
No jeans/denim/tennis shoes/flip flops

*I don’t want to embrace gender norms by classifying outfits
as male or female. I know a lot of these items can be crossed
over from one side to the other, so feel free to do so, but if
you do, please run the outfit by me so I can make sure it is
formal enough.

On Bottom:
• Suit Slacks/Skirt
• Slacks (Black/Brown/Navy)
• Dress Shoes: closed-toe shoes (Black/
Brown/Navy/Nude) with dress socks, tights,
or natural colored pantyhose
Extra Tips:
• Hair must be pinned back out of the face
(side swoop or front braided bangs).
• Colored suits are encouraged, but must be
approved! Color has a lot to do with tone/
mood of a piece, we must discuss this
option, first.
• Visible tattoos must be covered
• Modest jewelry
• No cargo pockets on any article of clothing
• No jeans/denim/tennis shoes/flip flops
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FINANCIAL
OBLIGATIONS &
FUNDRAISING
Just below learning vital communication and leadership skills for life, fundraising is one of the most important
elements for a successful Speech & Debate team! To keep costs down for students, we will need to fundraise...a
lot. Though there are a few things that will be out of pocket for students, most of the various costs associated
with competition are covered by the team fund. Here are a few of the financial elements that are part of this
activity.

Assorted Costs for Speech & Debate
• Up to $20 per hour bus driver (That is about $250 a day we have a bus!)
• $10-18 per student at each tournament for event entries (This doubles for
Regionals!)
• $25-$100 per missing judge (This is based on the tournament site)
• $15 per book/script for each event
• $500 a year for Prepd account (This is the database used for Extemporanous
Speaking/Debate)
• Binder slicks for Poetry and Prose are $5 a pack
• Paper/Manuscript supplies are $5+ per student (We run through supplies
quickly!)
• End of Year Banquet - varies
• Tournament Snacks for Students - varies
• Various overnight travel costs
• Workshops - We can pay individuals to come in and help with different events
• NSDA induction dues are $20 per students
• NSDA school membership is $200 annually
• There are more, but those can vary depending on team size and other factors!

Money Matters!
It can cost around $400 per student each year to compete,
excluding the trip to NSDA Nationals if they qualify that
year! We don’t want you to front that cost, so fundraising,
dues, and donations are really important!
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OUT OF POCKET COSTS
•

•

•
•

•

•

Semester Dues: Each semester, each student on the team and in the Competitive Acting/Debate
classes will be required to pay $50 in dues each semester. If a student has issues paying this all
upfront each semester, I am willing to work with them, but students must be transparent with me
on those issues!
Team Jacket: This is part of our “post-competition” attire and will be a required purchase tomatch
the team. The cost is $28-$34, depending on size. If you order a jacket, money will be collected
upfront!
School Supplies: Every class has specific school supplies required for it and this class is no different.
Prices vary based on where you shop for said supplies.
Tournament Attire: Each competitior will need a tournament outfit. These outfits can range in cost,
but are availble at a lot of thrift stores and various discount stores, so it doesn’t have to break the
bank to compete in style!
Overnight/Out-of-State trips: If a student is part of an overnight trip they will need to have
spending money on that trip for food and whatever else may come up. There will be a fee for
out of state trips that will vary depending on the location and duration of the trip. Lodging and
tournament fees will be covered by these additional fees and money we have fundraised.
Food at Tournaments: Usually there will be a consession stand at tournaments and sometimes we
will stop for dinner, depdending on the distance of the tournament from Moore. Students will be
required to pay for their own food, but we will be conscious of budgets when choosing where to
eat.

POTENTIAL AND CURRENT FUNDRAISERS
• Bake Sales
• Craft Sales
• Fundraiser Nights at participating restaurants
• Performance Showcases
• Skit Nights
• GoFundMe-like Events
• Murder Mystery Dinners
• And many more! (New ideas are always welcome!)
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BOOSTER CLUB

PARENTS: HOW TO
GET INVOLVED

Your support is valued!
The booster club is an amazing
way to get involved with our
organization! We are currently
looking to add even more parents
to our booster and would love for
you join us!

JUDGING
It’s easier than you think!
It can cost anywhere from $25
to $100 per missing judge at a
tournament, so we would love
for you to join in on the fun and
come to a tournament to help out!
Training is available!

SNACK-ATTACK!
Help keep energy up!
Aside from judging, parents can
send snacks/water to tournaments
with their child to share with the
team. We have a snack box that
gets demoloshed pretty quickly,
so if every parent helps to donate
snacks, our team won’t have
to spend money to eat at the
tournament.

Parents are so important to competitive speech and debate.
Without active support from our parents, our year is much more
difficult. Luckily, there are plenty of opportunities for parents to
get involved and stay involved throughout the year.
How will I know how to judge an event?
It is said in the speech world, “If you have a pulse, you are
qualified to judge.” It seems intimidating, but it is so simple. I can
and will go over what to expect and give you a judging cheat
sheet ahead of time if you would like to judge. Honestly, it’s like
this: you can recognize a bad movie when you see one and a
great movie when watched, you’ll be able to tell the same with
speech performances! I promise!
Other than judging, how can I get involved?
This year, we are rebuilding the booster club for Speech &
Debate. We currently have a great group of parents to lead
the way, but we still need all the help we can get. The booster
club will help with getting judges as needed, sending snacks,
assisting with fundraisers, and many of the other things we do
in Speech & Debate. If you are interested, please contact me!
Can I come watch my child at the tournaments?
Yes, but I would ask your child first. The fear of public speaking is
real and can be heightened when competitors see people they
want to impress (aka parents and friends). I would encourage
you to ask before going. I have had parents come to support
and not watch their child (because they didn’t want to mess
them up) and I’ve had some students who love having their
parents watch. Everyone is different. I would just ask and make
sure your child won’t be too nervous if you are present.

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR
ALLOWING YOUR KIDS TO
BE IN OUR CLASS! YOU ARE
ALL THE REAL MVPS!
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Picture here

JOIN OUR BAND APP AND FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA!
Parents wanting to stay plugged in to our announcements should join our Band
account. Just download the Band app from the app store, request to join the
“Southmoore Speech & Debate Team” group, and I will add you to the group!
Also, follow us on our social media accounts:
Twitter: @SabercatSpeech | Facebook: @SabercatSpeech | Instagram: @SabercatSpeech

CAN’T VOLUNTEER, BUT WOULD LIKE TO DONATE?

If you are interested in donating to our team, first of all THANK YOU SO
MUCH! Secondly, please contact me at LyndsayHensley@mooreschools.
com and I can give you more information about that process!
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PROCEDURE FOR
DISCIPLINE
WHAT ARE MY CONSEQUENCES IF I CHOOSE
NOT TO UPHOLD EXPECTATIONS?
That’s a GREAT question and I’m glad you asked!

The common denominator for success is HARD WORK. With
that being said, my expectations for behavior and performance are
high. I do not accept less than anyone’s best. I do realize that every
person’s best is different, but the standard for excellence is always
the same. If, for whatever reason, you are having a bad day or
become possessed by something determined to break rules, please
know that there will be consequences.

For those competing:
You must act with integrity at all times! If I cannot trust you, I
cannot let you travel with the team. The students in these programs
tend to be the best their school has to offer and are not usually
disruptive or poorly behaved. That being said, I do not tolerate
disrespect or a lack of commitment and I will always push students
to be their best. It is my goal to work with you to make sure your
student succeeds in school and in life. If there is a problem, I will
contact parents. Please note, I reserve the right to increase discipline
if the behavior is determined to warrant doing so. If you would like
to set up a conference, email me at the address listed above and we
can meet during my 6th hour planning hour.
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POLICIES &
STATEMENTS

ALCOHOL, TOBACCO, AND DRUG STATEMENT
All alcohol, tobacco, and drugs will be prohibited at any time throughout
the duration of a tournament (including the van, bus, restaurant, store, and
hotel). In any case in which a student brings alcohol, tobacco, or any drug to
a tournament, they will be removed from the team and the classroom and
will become ineligible to compete for the instructor for the duration of their
academic tenure. In addition, proper school and legal authorities will be notified
and any student and/or parent will be responsible for the misconduct.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT STATEMENT
Webster’s Dictionary defines sexual harassment as any unwelcome or unwanted
advances, requests for sexual favors and any other verbal, visual, or physical
conduct of a sexual nature. Each individual has the right to work and learn in
a professional atmosphere which promotes equal opportunities and prohibits
discriminatory practices, including sexual harassment. Any case of harassment
will not be tolerated and will be reported to proper school and legal officials.
Students participating in any sexual harassment act will be removed from the
classroom and will be ineligible from ever competing for the instructor again.
(International School of Painting, Drawing, and Sculpture)
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
UNDERSTANDING (COPY FOR YOU)
The competitive handbook contains all necessary policies, procedures,
explanations, expectations, and course information needed to be successful
on this team. It is the sole responsibility of each student and parent to read the
entire syllabus and ask questions if clarification is needed from the instructor.
The handbook contains information that is susceptible to change at the
instructor’s discretion at any point throughout the semester. If a change is
made, it will be announced and it is the responsibility of the student to inform
their respective parents or guardians and to seek clarification if needed.
By signing below, you are agreeing to an understanding of all policies,
procedures, rules and regulations, explanations, expectations, and course
information. A signature also represents acceptance of course dues, practice
requirements, and tournament responsibilities. By signing, you understand
that the instructor can be reached by phone between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. and a parent/teacher conference can be arranged.
Lyndsay Hensley

Southmoore High School Speech & Debate Coach

Student Printed Name:
Student Class Hour:
Parent’s Printed Name:
Parent Contact Number:
Student Contact Number:
Parent Email Address:
Student Email Address:
If your child is competing, would you be interested in being a part of the parent booster club?
Yes or No (Please circle one)

Parent signature							Date

Student signature						Date
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OFFICIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF
UNDERSTANDING (TURN IN FOR GR ADE)
The competitive handbook contains all necessary policies, procedures,
explanations, expectations, and course information needed to be successful
on this team. It is the sole responsibility of each student and parent to read the
entire syllabus and ask questions if clarification is needed from the instructor.
The handbook contains information that is susceptible to change at the
instructor’s discretion at any point throughout the semester. If a change is
made, it will be announced and it is the responsibility of the student to inform
their respective parents or guardians and to seek clarification if needed.
By signing below, you are agreeing to an understanding of all policies,
procedures, rules and regulations, explanations, expectations, and course
information. A signature also represents acceptance of course dues, practice
requirements, and tournament responsibilities. By signing, you understand
that the instructor can be reached by phone between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. and a parent/teacher conference can be arranged.
Lyndsay Hensley

Southmoore High School Speech & Debate Coach

Student Printed Name:
Student Class Hour:
Parent’s Printed Name:
Parent Contact Number:
Student Contact Number:
Parent Email Address:
Student Email Address:
If your child is competing, would you be interested in being a part of the parent booster club?
Yes or No (Please circle preference)

Parent signature							Date

Student signature						Date

FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA!
Twitter: @SabercatSpeech
Facebook: @SabercatSpeech
Instagram: @SabercatSpeech

